Lara Tourism Center, 07230, Lara Antalya / TURKEY
www.titanic.com.tr / beachlara@titanic.com.tr
Telephone: +90 242 352 02 02
Fax: +90 242 352 02 00

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

Currency: TL / Euro / USD  
Climate: Mediterranean Climate  
Distance: 10 km (10 minutes) from Antalya Airport  
12 km from Antalya city center

**LOCATION**

Lara, located only in 10 minutes away from Antalya and the International Airport, is a special tourism region right in the middle of Mediterranean coasts of Turkey. With its gorgeous beach in front of the pinewoods, it draws attraction with its closeness to Antalya city center and the airport.

Lara takes place at the brilliant location where the famous Düden waterfall flows into the sea. Parks for resting throughout the coastal strip, Lara Beach, rural coffeehouses and open air exhibitions have brought the region more attractive.

Aksu river, one of the most beautiful rivers of Antalya, arise from Toros mountains and flows into Mediterranean after passing through Antalya city center. Aksu region has taken its name from this river. Aksu region is just near to Perge, which is one of the most important ancient cities. Kundu coast at the point where Aksu river flows into the sea, is right beside Antalya – Lara coast with its gorgeous beaches in front of the pinewoods.

**TITANIC BEACH LARA**

With its 640 rooms on 95 thousand m² area that attracts advantageous location as being close to the city at a distance of 12 km to the city center and 10 km to Antalya Airport, Titanic Beach Lara offers a perfect holiday experience for its guests with its thematic architecture, elegant decoration, cheerful rooms and intimate atmosphere.

Titanic Beach Lara in Lara, the pearl of the Mediterranean coast, offers comfort, flavor and entertainment options to its guests together and also gives them various opportunities in every area to have wonderful times, escaping from the daily rush.

Titanic Beach Lara that is successful in gaining the satisfaction of its guests is the permanent address of those, who want to have a pleasant holiday and also of the professional business world.
ROOMS

• Standard Room (26 m²) 7 of them are adapted for disabled guests.
• Anex Standard Garden Room (26 m²)
• Anex Standard Pool Room (26 m²)
• Anex Family Room (39 m²-45 m²)
• Junior Suite (65 m²-85 m²)
• Colonel Suite (120 m²)
• Admiral Suite (80 m²-150 m²)

ROOM FACILITIES

• Internet access
• Sitting corner
• Direct telephone
• LCD TV
• Balcony
• Safe, minibar, hair dryer, bathrobe, slippers, key card system
• Water heater and tea-coffee set up
• Air conditioner

RESTAURANT & BARS

Titanic Beach Lara offers restaurant and bar choices appealing to lots of different taste buds.

Address where the Cuisines of the World Meets...

Titanic Beach Lara offers its guests the most favored tastes of world famous cuisines prepared by the most skillful Chefs in its rich open buffet main restaurant and its Turkish, Italian and Seafood à la carte restaurants. During your holiday you can experience the world tastes at the elaborately and elegantly decorated restaurants, cafes or bars in the charming and intimate atmosphere of Titanic Beach Lara.

RESTAURANTS

Main restaurant Parkfora (consists of 5 different concepts with Modern, Mediterranean, Asian, Eclectic, Hip.)
• There is a specially designed kids’ zone for little guests in the main restaurant.
• Stella Snack Restaurant
• Hasır A’la Carte Restaurant “Turkish Cuisine”
• Pascarella A’la Carte Restaurant “Italian Cuisine”
• Çaşari A’la Carte Restaurant “Sea Food”

BARS AND OTHER UNITS

• Cordelia - Lobby Bar
• Caprice - Lobby Bar
• Armonia - Pool Bar
• Solaris - Pool Bar
• Beach - Pool Bar
• Vitamin Bar
• QueensTown - Bowling Bar
• Caprice Patisserie
• Submarine Club Bar
• Ocean Disco Bar

ACTIVITIES
• Outdoor-Indoor Pool
• Olympic Pool
• Outdoor - Indoor Kids’ Pool
• Turkish Bath - Sauna
• Aquapark
• Tennis

• Dry Cleaning - Laundering
• Airport Transfer - Limousine Service
• Spa
• Tennis Lesson, Court Lighting
• Motorized Water Sports
• Billiard
• Electronic Games
• Diving School
• Olympic Pool Heating
• Telephone / Fax Services
• Child Care / Pushchair /Babysitter
• Cabana - Special sunbath area near the pool
• Gazebo - Special sunbath area on the beach
• Professional Football Site
• Room Service

OTHER FACILITIES
• Doctor – Ambulance
• Hairdresser
• Rent a car
• Shops

TITANIC CONGRESS CENTER
Titanic Beach Lara, providing service for 12 months of a year, makes a difference in all kinds of your seminars, congress and company organizations with its high-quality technical infrastructure and special halls. It meets your expectations more with the banquet packages providing different solutions according to the demands with its special decoration and planified technical systems. Special solutions are provided for all the groups and organizations with its large conference hall that can be divided in three sections and with 12 meeting rooms with different areas.
Pacific (can be divided into 3)
Total space: 1.152 m²

Pacific I-II-III
Function space varies between 336 m² and 500 m²
Capacity: Min. 150 – Max. 1500 persons

Atlantic I-II-III-IV
Function space varies between 90 m² and 111 m²
Capacity: Min. 50 – Max. 100 persons

Black Sea I-II-III-IV-V
Function space varies between 30 m² and 98 m²
Capacity Min. 12 – Max. 90 persons

With meticulously designed details BeFine SPA is one of the essentials of Titanic Beach Lara. Rooms, each specially decorated, relaxation and purification programs prepared carefully, are the address of those who want to get positive energy with options of different presentation types accompanies by exotic fragrant.

Within BeFine SPA, there is a steam room in the form of a star, saunas and Jacuzzis made of Finland’s pine trees with the heated part made of volcanic stones, Ice Grotto, indoor pool, relaxation room and Turkish bath.

Titanic Beach Lara Tini Kids Club has no limits in fun. Children of ages 04 - 12 enjoy themselves to repletion with special shows prepared for children, game areas, birthday parties, and many other activities.

Tini Gurme
Little ladies and gentlemen can have their lunches at the Tini Gurme area at the open buffet specially designed for them with the food prepared for children’s taste and interest and have fun at the same time.
Titanic Beach Lara offers its guests opportunity of making different sport activities thanks to its fitness center which is fully equipped with sport equipment of the latest technologies in BeFine SPA in addition to the football, golf, basketball and volleyball. Titanic Sports Center is preferred by leading football, tennis and swimming clubs of the world.

**Football**  
In Titanic Beach Lara, there are 5 professional football fields.

**Tennis**  
In Titanic Beach Lara, there are 4 illuminated tartan tennis courts.

**Olympic Pool**  
The depth of the 1.250 m² Olympic pool is 1.80 meters.  
The depth of the 315 m² semi-Olympic pool is 1.40 meters.

**Fitness**  
In Titanic Beach Lara, there is a gym situated on an area of 320 m² which is equipped with Techno Gym sports equipment.

Via the entertainment team, working in order to have the guests spend joyful times throughout the day and also having fun together with the guests, entertainment continues all day and night at Titanic Beach Lara.

An entertainment concept including various day activities, gorgeous night dance shows, thematic parties and romantic organizations are provided.

**Activities**  
At Titanic Beach Lara, there are various joyful activities with water and beach sports (Beach football, beach volleyball, water polo, table tennis, basketball, step dance, aerobics, water gymnastics, air rifle, mini football, archery, dance lessons, bowling, billiard, cinema, karaoke...).
| AWARDS |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| HOTELS.COM - Loved By Guest - Award Winner 2019 - 8,4 | 2019 |
| Holidaycheck 2019 - 5,4 / 6 | 2019 |
| ETS HotelPoints Award | 2019 |
| TATILBUDUR.com Satisfaction Achievement Award | 2018 |
| World Luxury Hotel Awards | 2018 |
| ETS HotelPoints Award | 2018 |
| On The Beach Preferred Partner | 2018 |
| On The Beach Preferred Partner | 2017 |
| Schauinsland Reisen Top Hotel Partner | 2017 |
| TUI Top Quality Award 2017 | 2017 |
| Hotels.com TOP 100 All Inclusive | 2017 |
| Otelpuan Among the Top Rated Hotels in Turkey | 2017 |
| Coral Travel Starway Top 100 Hotel of 2016 | 2017 |
| TUI Top Quality Award 2016 | 2017 |
| Zoover Award 2017 / 8,8 points | 2017 |
| Thomas Cook Sunny Heart Nominee | 2017 |
| 9. ETS Hotelpoints Award | 2017 |
| LTG Beach Front Resort & SPA Of The Year | 2016 |
| Schauinsland Reisen Top Hotel Partner | 2016 |
| Top 10 Antalya Hotels for Winter Family Holiday | 2016 |
| Zoover Orange Award 2016 | 2016 |
| Holidaycheck Recommended Hotel | 2016 |
| Coral Travel Starway Top 100 Hotel of 2016 | 2016 |
| 8. ETS Hotelpoints Award | 2016 |
| Zoover Award 2016 / 9,3 points | 2016 |
| Booking.com Award 2016 - 8,7 points | 2016 |

| LOCATION |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| titanic.com.tr |